
Dear Bill, 	 8/29/97 

Thanks for all the stamps with your 8/20, Opbh was not postmarked until 

8/25, and came yesterday. We'll get tm package of books made and sent and will 

tell you when it is sent. 

I also wrote Webb, but w/o response. Perhaps he is learning, perhaps he wants 

to forget what happened to him, 

gin the first epilogue of Wqaketh, I've gone over almost all of it and have 
not quite completed it. The first six chapters of it are being retyped now by 
the daughter-in-law of a friend. I'd have finished the rest if Lesar and a friend 
id his had not deposed me yesterday in the lawsuit I got for him by retired 

Secret Service agent George 4-11-(11- 	over what was said abort him in 
Mortal Error. My copy of which has disappeared. They were satisfied with the 
deposition but for lack of preparation for which they did not have time they did 

not vet into much they shoould have. 

With the Archives remember each of us gets a hundred copies free. etty, 

too. 	ro 	 --toe-44! G' t, 

What *sine is quoted as saying should be consider44 witliwhen that was. 
The pressures on her were great. I recall that earlfan she said she did 

nol-know they came with telescopes. deMohrenschiidt also said he had e rifle as 

I recall. 

That business of the JFK collector is news to me. I have a friend who is a 

friend of the "uby collector, the one who bought his pistol. Florida realestatnik. 
Italian name. 	

Gra. 
One computer disic: to nave was all. Thanks. You should have the(dde I just 

sent by now. I do not think I asked you to make any copies of it. Lost count in 
getting the others made. A response on Bogus from law school dean or from 
marvel', who. is leaving ARO. 1 know the gRy whip is succeeding him. 

I have not heard fro.,: McGuirk in some time. I've written again tDask if they 
are all OK and if I do not get a resvonse soon I'll phone. 

I have contacts of Dorderson pix and will lend them to you. You can then 
ask him for any you want. He says he mailed it all to me four months ago. I've asked 
him to put a mail check on that. 

nore laeer. this 0 a rush so you won't waste ti-Me looking for that Epilogue. 

Best to you all, 	/ 	((J. 

Wallenberg was a great one! 

tud 


